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This measure will bring reform that is dramatic pro-consumer to lending and maintain
consumer choice. It has a considerable rate reduction, eliminates rolling-over main to
extend a loan, creates a repayment plan free of charge to clients that can't meet their
obligations, and inhibits a borrower's ability to acquire more than one loan at a
period.34,'' The payday lending business was an $85 billion business that offers shortterm loans, which have been generally secured using a check postdated to the borrower's
next paydayloan. However, the site warnsthat the Stop Payday Loans Initiative would

take away this simple financial option in Arizona. Supporters of the measure argued that
eliminating payday loans altogether would hurt many households financially, through
greater banking charges, credit card late charges, and utility pay charges.6,Stan Barnes,
also a lobbyist and consultant to Americans for Financial Reform, a committee funded by
the payday-loan industry, supported this measure and stated the issue boils down to
customer choice.,'''Payday-lending stores exist because clients in the real world make
logical decisions about borrowing money short-term, and in several cases, payday loans
would be the cheapest option for people who have an emergency or unforeseen
investment they need to bargain with,' Barnes said.,Supporters added that end all money
loans in Arizona would also eliminate over 2,500 Arizona jobs.6,After all of July, fans of
Prop. 200 had given approximately $8.7 million to a campaign committee organized to
promote the initiative.
online payday loans delaware
According to the suit, Republicans might approve that a limit of 400% interest rates for
payday loans if the Secretary of State failed to clarify the language of Proposition 200 on
the November's ballot. This measure was removed in early June if not sufficient
signatures were being collected to qualify it for the ballot.1,Arizonans use payday lending
services everyday to satisfy unforeseen expenses and financial crises. The payday lending
industry is defined to be eliminated and the Arizona Legislature won't enact reforms to
benefit borrowers while preserving this important option.
The Arizona Republic reported that'every penny. . .has been given by - guess who? - a
trade group representing loans: the Arizona Community Financial Services Association.'
The Stop Payday Loans initiative was supported by Arizona's Party, 9 and argued that
loans are'by definition predatory and gain from financially vulnerable Arizona
households ' ,payday lenders did not go away so easily after the measure's defeat, since
they attempted to convince lawmakers to let them remain in business. Based on reports,
the business hired former state Attorney General Grant Woods to reflect them in their
attempts. According to Woods, after studying a proposal from the industry, he was
convinced there was a place in the state of payday lenders.11,Arizonans for Responsible
Lending filed a litigation over the ballot language. The rate of interest in the lack of
regulation had worked out to an average of $15 per $100 borrowed on a loan. The high
interest rates were that which had led to legislative efforts to regulate the business. The
clinic was illegal in fifteen states.
In Ohio Issue 5 Ohioans voted payday lending in 2008. In Ohio and Arizona collectively,
the amount of payday-lending branches outnumbers the Starbucks and McDonald's
outlets united.5,'Arizonans for Financial Reform' was supporting this initiative. It was
registered in reaction to the Cease Payday Loans Initiative, which could eliminate all
payday loans.,as stated by the web site of another affiliated service company,'Reform
Arizona Payday Loans,'6, thousands of Arizonans use payday loans sensibly to pay
unexpected day-to-day expenditures.
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